
JOE BLOGGS 3... 
I will not lie....things are tough out here....I'm home sick!!! Also eating pasta and bready cakes 
everyday is not the best!!! I need to man up!!!! (Beating Chest)  

Anyway...The 95s are getting better, sharper!! I said to head coach that I don't think they work 
hard enough, so I have added a little discipline to the sessions and spoke to another coach at the 
club about it and he said he is teaching my way and his team is a lot better...more focused and 
tougher!!! Good Job Joe!!!  

Training is going well, I had to do a session alone last week, I have done 1000's in the UK, from 
year 2's, England Development Camps, APC's, 18's Boys, University, allsorts, BUT...never in 
Spanish!!! I'm very lucky, the guys speak English but my North East accent gets lost in 
translation a little!!! Saying that, I have had the same problems in the UK, lots of giggles when I 
say "Finish with a hook" "GO" or "Baseline"...  

U10s...Going great, the kid who is considered the best in the club (for his age group) is on the 
team I work with, but, watching him play, he is better than most of the players a little older too. 
He is hard to describe....Amazing talent....I have never, ever, seen anything like it...! Soooo 
much style, treads the line of cockiness and arrogance to perfection, a flair player, looks 
comfortable on the ball, has a feel for the game, slows it down when it needs slowing, fast 
breaks at the right time...he looks better than some of the 95s I work with, but because he is 10, 
there is the physical difference...now, the u10s have been beaten in the last few games, once to 
a team of giants, and in the next game by a team, who gave me a list of questions, with no 
correct answers...  

My lot, 9 for 10 right lay ups, 6 for 10 lefts, perfect footwork all at speed, all good shooting 
mechanics, can do all the moves you like, through legs, behind back, step aways, all in games 
too not 1v0  blah blah...  

But the other team...Right hand lay ups only, one dribble move, and ran, so the game was 
rebound-throw it ahead and finish right, or dribble up one move finish...which is best???? 

Both are right...I feel!!!!!! "Many roads, many roads..."  

It’s all a matter of opinion...remembering, these guys are 9-10 years old. I spoke to the Club 
coordinator at the end of the game and he asked how the game went, I told him that we got 
beat, he said, "No, how was their attitude," the results really do not mean much here, being 
positive, hard work and team work are the important things!!!  

So, the long term project agenda is top here, it really gets me thinking...  

For instance, the under 10s work on perfect shooting mechanics for two 8 minute periods of each 
session, and it really is perfect, 10 Ray Allens, 2 Joe Rileys but in games or shooting 
competitions, they can shoot how they like, coach is pretty much..."Fill ya boots"...but in Spanish, 
of course...  

 

 



Same goes for 95s, they have their things to work on, such as 1v1 defence and denying passes. 
Coach says, Joe, why are we getting beat, and I reply, there is no help defence and we don't 
close down quick enough, and he replies, that's fine as we don’t work on those in training, how is 
the 1v1 defence P and denying passes??? It’s, fine...I say!! So he tells me he is happy!!! (Read it 
again, it may make more sense second time, I was lost who said what when writing it).  

Long term project, development, trying to teach everything in one season is tough, it’s as if they 
are training them up to be great players at age 20. So whether it’s a little bit of everything 
everyday, or hammer one thing and move on, there is no pressure to succeed. Yes some kids are 
better at learning faster, that is why they have 4 teams per age group...  

Its tough in the UK, I always felt I needed results NOW, and try to fix every problem at once, and 
try to coach everyone, and cater to everyone in your session...but you can’t. You feel pressure 
trying to compete with other clubs when you don't have the players and just when you think you 
have cracked it, a player misses training because its cold or misses a game because its Valentines 
day...I've been there brothers and sisters, I've been there!!!  

This whole experience is making me think about my coaching ALOT...I think when I'm back in 
the UK, I will coach the same way, just TRY not to put so much pressure on myself, not worry 
about what other people think, and try to think more "Long Term" for my players.  

Let’s hope I don't get the boot from where ever I am early doors....  

Anyway...more soon!!! Any questions, advice or opinions are welcome!!!  

Peace out...Joe Riley WWFD  

"Joe, you would be one of 100s in Spain" 

 


